Clint Smith Asks, “Is The City of Austin Employee Retirement Fund Broke?”
One of the most explosive issues to come out of the release of council members’ emails is that the City of
Austin Employee Pension Fund may face massive unfunded liabilities running in the billions.
From deleted emails released April 8, 2011, by Randi Shade:
“From Terrell Blodgett ( Asst City Manager) To: Sheryl Cole
SUBJECT: City of Austin Pension System

CC: Shade; Spellman

This is kind of a follow up to a call I had from Bill Spelman several months ago.
“The stories keep coming - Sunday NYT on state and local fiscal crisis in general but also pinpointing

tremendous pension liabilities. I really think the Council needs to get someone to take an outside, objective look at the whole City system - and probably fire and police even worse, but if necessary from a
political standpoint, could look at city system first…I am not at all sure that the changes that are being
proposed are broad enough or deep enough…but I, myself, have continuing concerns.”
[Background story is that during late ‘90’s Eric Mitchel (deceased) and Spelman were on the Austin City
Council at the same time. Major insurance program changes were made under aegis of Betty Dunkerly
et al in City of Austin ’s Budget Office/Pension Board. Mitchell’s insurance firm, Wormley/Mitchell quietly
assumed the major part of liability coverage, along with Nationwide Insurance (later having such major
issues), taking on employee pension coverage.] Is conflict of interest by the deceased CM and Insurance Broker simply apparent or real? Where was the rest of the Council and Staff when this was
going on?
From deleted emails released April 6, 2011
“Email sent from Michael Levy, Thursday, January 20, 2011
To: undisclosed-recipients
Subject: CBS News 60 Minutes links…”Meltdown in state and local governments “We spent too much on everything. We spent too much. We spent money we didn’t have. We borrowed money just crazily…”
Importance: High

CBS News 60 Minutes links (Steve Kroft, 60 Minutes Reporter interviewed Meredith Whitney, Financial
analyst who predicted financial collapse two years before it happened.)
“Meltdown in state and local governments…unfunded liability for pensions…”
“We spent too much on everything. We spent too much. We spent money we didn’t have. We borrowed
money just crazily...”…”There’s not a doubt in my mind that you will see a spate of municipal bond defaults,” Whitney predicted…”Municipal bonds have long been considered to be among the safest investments, bought by small investors saving for retirement, and held in huge numbers by big banks. Even a
few defaults could affect the entire market. Right now the big bond rating agencies like Standard &
Poor’s and Moody’s, who got everything wrong in the housing collapse, say there’s no cause for concern,
but Meredith Whitney doesn’t believe it…”
“And our mayor wants to build a $150 Billion trolley car line with $23 Million in annual operational
costs when busses would do the same thing.
http://www.cbsnews.com/video/watch/?id=7166293n&tag=cbsnewsMainColumnArea9
http://www.cbsnews.con/stories/2010/12/19/60minutes/main7166220.shtml?tag=currentVideoInfo;segmenttitle”

Asked why people aren’t paying attention, Whitney said, “Cause they don’t pay attention until they have
to.”
Should we be paying attention now?
Gray Panthers of Austin, Convener: Gary Dugger
3710 Cedar St, Box 15, Austin, TX 78705

There must be a goal
at every stage of life!
There must be a goal!
-- maggie kuhn,
founder

Gray Panthers Are
Age and Youth in
Action.
We are an intergenerational, multi-issue
organization working to
create a society that puts
the needs of

People over Profit
Responsibility
Over Power and
Democracy Over
Institutions.
Gray Panthers Top
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Health Care
Environment
Peace & Civil Rights
& Liberties
Economic Security
JOIN THE FIGHT TO
OVERTURN THOSE
WHO WOULD DENY US
OUR RIGHTS!
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Taxday 2011 - Count Your Pennies

Every family has a “penny jar,” the place where all the spare change ends up. And someone eventually picks out all the nickels, dimes and quarters, leaving only the pennies behind.
We don’t even think of them as “real money.” They’re just pennies.
But as the above picture shows, when it comes to each of your federal income tax dollars, pennies can be critical. In fact many federal programs
rely on only fractions of a penny out of that dollar for their very survival. Meanwhile, other programs benefit from those nickels, dimes, and yes,
even quarters.
This is how each of your federal tax dollars was spent last year. Read it. Share it. They’re your dollars. And cents.

What Have We Learned in 150 Years?
- April 16, 1861, our nation convulsed into Civil War. Our American Civil War was the deadliest war in our History. As many as 620,000
individuals lost their lives during the Civil War. More Americans died in that war than were killed in all the US wars since then.
- Confederate deaths were about 260,000 of which 93,000 were killed in combat. Union deaths were 360,000 of which 110,000 deaths were in
combat. Disease was the major cause of death in the civil war. Out of 620,000 deaths, over 400,000 were from diseases. In total the American
Civil War was the deadliest war in American history (although in combat related deaths, World War II remains the deadliest conflict with 292,000
combat deaths).
- Ultimately, the Civil War was about ending slavery in our nation. Another kind of slavery grew to replace it, a combination of Jim Crow and
economic wage slavery that took almost 100 years and the combination of Union and Civil Rights struggles. Are we on the brink of another
American Civil War, this time a class war cementing the growing domination of the super rich over everything and everyone else? How can we
find justice?
-Can we turn to our elected officials or our justice system for protection, or have corporate interests irredeemably corrupted them with obscene
sums of money? Big donations to secure the election of governors, state legislators and federal legislators who are continuing the surrender of
our people’s rights; a guarantee that corporations can and will gobble up ever more of our precious assets. Isn’t the American Way of Life now
under the most vicious, blatant and shameless attack ever? Even the Gilded Age never saw anything so brazen and corrupt. When will we
have had enough of these parasites? Will Americans rise up and push back?
- April 16, 2011, are we proud of our corporate sponsored government? Are we Proud Yet?
Sharron Aisenman, Editor
Gray Panthers of Austin
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Does TC Attorney Escamilla Fail to Act to Protect Mentally Ill?
Out of Texas’ population of 25 million, 4.6 million are diagnosed with mental illness. Only 50% are being
treated. There are 100,000 Texas Schizophrenics, only 40,000 are treated. It’s only a matter of time before
the Arizona tragedy comes to Texas.
The only Travis County mental health service provider, Travis County Integral Care has 1400 people on their
waiting list. Their budget next year is being cut by 40%.
For years, the group home situation in Texas has been a total disaster, with entrepreneurs taking food stamps
from patients and using them for their own personal needs. The patients are threatened with eviction and/or
are overmedicated so that they do not complain. When complaints have been made to the Travis County
Attorney, they are ignored. There have been no indictments. The penalty for unauthorized use of food stamps
is a Felony with a penalty of two years. Because of public fear of the mentally ill, corrupt group home operators are seen as providing a “community service.”
How, when we know, can we sit by and allow these practices to continue? Why haven’t we demanded action? Where is our compassion and concern for the safety and care for those, who through no fault of their
own, are afflicted?
Joseph Dubovy, Gray Panthers, Public Official Accountability Project

Gray Panthers of Austin, Convener: Gary Dugger 512-225-4789
3710 Cedar St, Box 15, Austin, TX 78705

“The great masses
of the people will
more easily fall
victim to a big lie
than to a small
one.”

“Sooner will a camel
pass through a
needle's eye than a
great man be
'discovered' by an
election.”
Adolph Hitler

In our recent discussions with top executives of the Austin American Statesman (i.e, with regard to the Austin
American Statesman’s 2004 award-winning series 'Unequal Force') we also noted significant advances by
Austin Police Department under your leadership in this most recent period. For these reasons, Gray Panthers
express solidarity with Mr. Dubovy's concerns.
Regards,
Clint Smith, Gray Panthers National Board

“Universal education
is the most corroding
and disintegrating
poison that liberalism has ever
invented for its own
destruction.”

Adolph Hitler

Our organization has long supported Austin Police Department’s work in this area: Dr. Bonny Gardner, myself
and others having met with former Chief Stan Knee both in this connection, the initial establishment of the
Police Monitor position and, more recently, our 2008 Forum, 'Rehabilitation v. Incarceration', featuring Judge
Baird et al.

“The victor will never
be asked if he told
the truth.”

Adolph Hitler

On behalf of Gray Panthers' Organization, we are in support of Mr. Joe Dubovy's communication (above), both
in commending the Austin Police Department’s initiative in allocating scarce resources to officers' orientation in
mental health areas, and in his concerns!

“Success is the sole
earthly judge of right
and wrong.”

Adolph Hitler

Gray Panthers Commend ADP’s Chief Acevedo

“What luck for rulers,
that men do not
think.”

Adolph Hitler

- On the evening of Apr.11, 2011, my mentally ill son was approached by 5 APD Officers,
that had 3 loaded shotguns pointed at him. He held a knife to himself in terror of being apprehended for trespassing, and aggravated by being the target of 3 shotguns.
- On arrival I demanded a Deputy APD Mental Health Officer be called. Half an hour later the Deputy arrived, spoke to my son, determining that lethal force was not called for. On 2 prior occasions my son was tazered and shot with a rubber bullet. Both APD reports claimed my son "lurched
forward" at APD Officers. Blatant lies as witnesses on the scene will testify to. During the next
incident, my son may be murdered by APD claiming they were protecting themselves against a
'stationery' subject.
- I congratulate APD for graduating 30 Officers from a recent Deputy Mental Health Officer Training Program, appreciating the long program waiting list and your scant resources explain the long
response time.
Eventually, however, before a Deputy Mental Health Officer arrives, a mentally ill, unstable subject
will be murdered with one wrong move, terrorized by men pointing shotguns at him. Current protocol suggests APD is not accountable to the public safety. More wrongful death lawsuits and other
actions by irate family members will surely result.
Joe DuBovy, Public Official Accountability Project, Gray Panthers

“It is not truth that
matters, but
victory.”

Adolph Hitler

An Open Letter to Chief Acevedo (Austin City Chief of Police)
re Mentally Ill Subject

Adolph Hitler
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Losing Our Way by Ben Herbert

Op-Ed Columnist, The New York Times, March 25, 2011

So here we are pouring shiploads of cash into yet another war, this time in Libya, while
simultaneously demolishing school budgets, closing libraries, laying off teachers and police officers, and generally letting the bottom fall out of the quality of life here at home.
Welcome to America in the second decade of the 21st century. An army of long-term unemployed workers is spread across the land, the human fallout from the Great Recession
and long years of misguided economic policies. Optimism is in short supply. The few jobs
now being created too often pay a pittance, not nearly enough to pry open the doors to a
middle-class standard of living.
Arthur Miller, echoing the poet Archibald MacLeish, liked to say that the essence of America was its promises. That was a long time ago. Limitless greed, unrestrained corporate
power and a ferocious addiction to foreign oil have led us to an era of perpetual war and
economic decline. Young people today are staring at a future in which they will be less
well off than their elders, a reversal of fortune that should send a shudder through everyone.
Ben Herbert, Op-Ed Columnist

The U.S. has not just misplaced its priorities. When the most powerful country ever to

inhabit the earth finds it so easy to plunge into the horror of warfare but almost impossible to find adequate work for its people or to
properly educate its young, it has lost its way entirely.
Nearly 14 million Americans are jobless and the outlook for many of them is grim. Since there is just one job available for every five
individuals looking for work, four of the five are out of luck. Instead of a land of opportunity, the U.S. is increasingly becoming a place
of limited expectations. A college professor in Washington told me this week that graduates from his program were finding jobs, but
they were not making very much money, certainly not enough to think about raising a family.
There is plenty of economic activity in the U.S., and plenty of wealth. But like greedy children, the folks at the top are seizing virtually
all the marbles. Income and wealth inequality in the U.S. have reached stages that would make the third world blush. As the Economic Policy Institute has reported, the richest 10 percent of Americans received an unconscionable 100 percent of the average
income growth in the years 2000 to 2007, the most recent extended period of economic expansion.
Americans behave as if this is somehow normal or acceptable. It shouldn’t be, and didn’t used to be. Through much of the postWorld War II era, income distribution was far more equitable, with the top 10 percent of families accounting for just a third of average
income growth, and the bottom 90 percent receiving two-thirds. That seems like ancient history now.
The current maldistribution of wealth is also scandalous. In 2009, the richest 5 percent claimed 63.5 percent of the nation’s wealth.
The overwhelming majority, the bottom 80 percent, collectively held just 12.8 percent.
This inequality, in which an enormous segment of the population struggles while the fortunate few ride the gravy train, is a worldclass recipe for social unrest. Downward mobility is an ever-shortening fuse leading to profound consequences.
A stark example of the fundamental unfairness that is now so widespread was in The New York Times on Friday under the headline:
“G.E.’s Strategies Let It Avoid Taxes Altogether.” Despite profits of $14.2 billion — $5.1 billion from its operations in the United
States — General Electric did not have to pay any U.S. taxes last year. As The Times’s David Kocieniewski reported, “Its extraordinary success is based on an aggressive strategy that mixes fierce lobbying for tax breaks and innovative accounting that enables it
to concentrate its profits offshore.”
G.E. is the nation’s largest corporation. Its chief executive, Jeffrey Immelt, is the leader of President Obama’s Council on Jobs and
Competitiveness. You can understand how ordinary workers might look at this cozy corporate-government arrangement and conclude that it is not fully committed to the best interests of working people.
Overwhelming imbalances in wealth and income inevitably result in enormous imbalances of political power. So the corporations
and the very wealthy continue to do well. The employment crisis never gets addressed. The wars never end. And nation-building
never gets a foothold here at home.
New ideas and new leadership have seldom been more urgently needed.
Gray Panthers of Austin, Convener: Gary Dugger 512-225-4789
3710 Cedar St, Box 15, Austin, TX 78705
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Gray Panthers Ask Escamilla to Expand Review of Violations at City Hall to Include Cap Metro
March 14, 2011 letter to Travis County Attorney David Escamilla:
The National Gray Panther Organization requests expansion of your* review into whether Austin City Council & Cap Metro Board
Members have violated state open meeting laws - to include additional questions of possible violations by Cap Metro!
Specifically, on 23 January '11, Austin Statesman's Ben Wear reported** that, "The Capital Metro Board, at a Special meeting on
Dec 21, the Tuesday before Christmas, voted to pay Veolia Transportation $2.4 million to settle its dispute over the rail contractors' firing in Dec 2009. The accord was signed on Christmas Eve.”
Gray Panthers, as an intergenerational advocacy organization committed to social and economic Justice, strongly questions
whether the Public's Interest has been equitably served: i.e. Cap Metro recent rate increases & reduced service hit Seniors & Disabled hardest: 'Can't get there from here', by Lee Nichols, Austin Chronicle.
Finally, an earlier Austin American Statesman article is pertinent to your review: 'Austin City Council: Critics question deal on
housing project', dated June 9, 2009, by Eric Dexheimer, states - "Complicating the matter is that the project... is being developed by former partners of the city's Director of Neighborhood Housing and Development, Margaret Shaw. ...Ms Shaw did not
respond to interview requests.” Given many unresolved questions, the links below seem relevant.
Clint Smith - Member National Gray Panther Board
Website: - www.graypanthers.org *AAS, 09 Mar 2011, 'Capital Metro hires lawyers on open records issues'
**AAS, 23 Jan 2011, 'Travel tip: pay tolls in China' (Ben Wear, Getting there)-

More Questions for Travis County Attorney Escamilla
Deficit Reduction begins by Eliminating Public Corruption
Travis County Attorney Escamilla, what about expanding your City of Austin
investigation to include these very pertinent and related concerns?
City Council authorizing taxpayer funds against a citizen/citizens' interests
(i.e. $157K now; and $177K a number of years ago in Chambers after court
ruling that City's Minority Contractor had illegally breached the
<legal> Contract. This case is a casualty of side effects of City Council
decisions made in private then and now. Ms. Chambers had agreed to a
settlement of $25,000 but our City decided to fight payment. Why?
Mr. Escamilla is investigating the Council now -- BUT will he also look into
the other questions of mis/mal/nonfeasance, in which similarities exist? For
example: see numerous examples of similar cases
in ; www.austinaccountabilityproject.com -What does Mr. Escamilla plan on doing about questions of corruption and
abuse of public office with regards to that 2006 $55 M Housing Bonds (etc.
Scandal) that have already been brought to his attention yet continue to this
day?
For more in depth information there are several articles in .pdf that go into
excellent detail as well as summarize these issues: TODO, "Phantom
Funds" '10-6; TODO “Phantom Funds, Part 2,” '10-8;
Loan That Never Was.pdf; A Word Document = Who, What, When, Where;
'08 CM Elections:Forgery.doc; '09, NOKOA “City Accountability.pdf.”

Want more details?
Contact Gray Panthers 512-225-4789.
Gray Panthers of Austin, Convener: Gary Dugger 512-225-4789
3710 Cedar St, Box 15, Austin, TX 78705

AUSTIN GRAY PANTHERS CO-SPONSOR WITH
AUSTIN UNCUT TAX DAY: MAKE THEM PAY
DEMONSTRATION AT BANK OF AMERICA see pg 6
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Come April 15, everybody ponies up their fair share, right? Not so
much. Thanks to corporate tax cuts and loopholes, these big
companies will be rollin’ in the green instead of paying Uncle Sam.

AUSTIN TAX DAY
MAKE THEM PAY

GUIDE TO CORPORATE
FREELOADERS
1

Exxon Mobil’s 2009 profits totaled $19 BILLION, yet according
to the SEC filings, the company received A $156 MILLION
REBATE from the IRS. PLUS, IT DIDN’T PAY ANY
FEDERAL TAXES.

2

Bank of America made $4.4 BILLION in profits
last year.. This was after it received A $1 TRILLION
BAILOUT from the Federal Reserve and the Treasury
Department, and A $1.9 BILLION TAX REFUND
from the IRS.

3

General Electric has made $26 BILLION in profits in the
United States over the past five years. It’s also received A $4.1
BILLION TAX REFUND from the IRS. GE HAS CUT A
FIFTH OF ITS AMERICAN JOBS in the past nine years,
and is boosting jobs overseas-where tax rates are lower. And where
it can continue evading U.S. taxes.

4

Chevron’s IRS REFUND LAST YEAR TOTALED $19
MILLION but its 2009 profits came to a whopping $10 BILLION.

5

Boeing received a $30 BILLION contract from the Pentagon to
Build 179 airborne tankers. It also received a $124 MILLION
REFUND FROM THE IRS.

6

Valero Energy made $68 billion in sales and received
A $157 MILLION TAX REFUND check from the IRS. Over the
past three years, it has received A $134 MILLION TAX BREAK
thanks to the oil and gas manufacturing tax reduction.

7

Goldman Sachs paid 1.1% OF ITS 2008 INCOME IN
TAXES. Yet it made a PROFIT OF $2.3 BILLION. And guess
How much it received from the Federal Reserve and U.S. Treasury
Department? $800 BILLION.

8

Citigroup profits last year totaled more than $4 billion. But it paid
ZERO dollars in federal income tax, and RECEIVED A $2.5
TRILLION BAILOUT from the Federal Reserve and U.S. Treasury.

9

ConocoPhillips’s profits from 2007 through 2009 totaled $16
billion. BUT IT WAS STILL AWARDED $451 MILLION IN
TAX BREAKS because of the oil and gas manufacturing deduction.

10

Carnival Cruise Lines is apparently getting pretty good business: its profits over the past five years totaled more than $11 Billion
ITS FEDERAL INCOME TAX RATE, HOWEVER, CAME
TO JUST $1.1%.

“We have a deficit problem. It has to be addressed, but it cannot
be addressed on the backs of the sick, the elderly, the poor, young people, the most vulnerable in this country. The wealthiest people& the largest corporations in this country have got to contribute. We’ve got to talk
about shared sacrifice,” stated Bernie Sanders, U.S. Senator, Vermont.

TAX DAY: MAKE THEM PAY
Enough is enough! On Tax Day, April 18, as millions of
Americans patriotically paid their taxes, we called on
corporations and millionaires to pay their fair share.
Austin Moveon.org and Austin Gray Panthers presented a tax
bill to corporate
tax dodger, Bank
of America, for
the billions of
dollars they and
their legions of
lobbyists helped
them avoid.
It’s time to
demand that
everyone pays
their fair share to rebuild the American Dream. We invite
frustrated taxpayers, underwater homeowners, vilified public
servants, job-hunting students, and unemployed veterans—
everyone facing cuts or cutbacks, a pink slip or a shrinking
paycheck—to join in.

If you, or anyone you know, has been evicted
or foreclosed on by Bank of America, please
contact the Gray Panthers at
512-225-4789 or 512-458-3738.
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Deficit Reduction? Reduce Fraud, Mis/Malfeasance by Public Officials First!
Texas Comptroller Susan Combs said personal information of 3,500,000 (3.5 Million) Texans was inadvertently disclosed on an agency server that is accessible
to the public. Records were reportedly sealed off when the mistake was discovered, but the names, addresses, social security and may have included birth
dates, driver’s license numbers. The information was in data transferred by the Teacher Retirement System of Texas, the Texas Workforce Commission and the
Employees Retirement System of Texas.
“I deeply regret the exposure of the personal information that occurred and am angry that it happened,” wrote Susan Combs Texas Comptroller…”We take information security very seriously and this type of exposure will not happen again.”…”Check your credit reports regularly.”
The state comptroller’s office says it has spent $1.8 million (of taxpayer $) dealing with fallout from the public exposure of personal information. R.J. DeSilva,
spokesman for Texas Comptroller Susan Comps, says the office spent $1.2 million (of taxpayer $) mailing letters to the 3.5 million people affected by the security breach….another $393,000 (of taxpayer $) was spent to set up a call center offering assistance. The state hired computer consultants to examine information security at a cost of $290,000 (of taxpayer $). The problem was discovered March 31 after some data had been posted for more than a year.
The Texas Comptroller’s Office is facing the first of what could be numerous legal battles ahead. On Tuesday, the Texas Civil Rights Project and a lawyer for
one of the identity breach victims filed a pre-suit investigation petition…a formal request for depositions from Comptroller Susan Combs. It is the first step before and lawsuit may be filed. (At what cost to taxpayers?)
The Comptrollers Office says the heads of Innovation and Technology and Information Security are no longer with the office. Two other employees are also
gone. It also says it has hired two outside companies to examine the information, and security policies and procedures at the office.
“Who is responsible? What procedures were followed and violated? What’s being done to prevent this in the future and what are the costs,” said lawyer Chuck
Herring.
“The Comptroller’s Office is offering identity protection for the victims involved in the security breach. It is covering 70% of the cost for ID protections with Austin-based CSIdentity and credit reporter Experian (And this will cost how much?). Officials say negotiations continue for additional coverage. The office of
Comptroller Susan Combs recruited at least four companies after it was revealed that Social Security numbers and other private information were exposed for a
year on a publicly accessible computer server.
The Dallas Morning News reported Wednesday that Deloitte Consulting was hired to examine information security in the comptroller’s office. A Deloitte political
action committee gave $44,000 to Combs’ campaigns from 2006 to 2010.
CSIdentity Corp. has a board member who donated $9,000 to Combs in 2008-09.
Aides to Combs say the companies were chosen based on track records and not campaign contributions.
In a deleted email released to the Austin Bulldog:
“From: (undisclosed)
Sent: Wednesday, February 23, 2011 9:04PM

To: Michael Levy

Subject: (none)

“Oh, and forgive me if I have already said, but it somewhat appears the reason the city is buying into Formula One is the Major Events Trust Fund offers a backdoor way to finance southeast corridor infrastructure without using bonded indebtedness, the capacity of which the mayor needs for trolley cars and urban rail in
2012… (race track as Trojan Horse)
“Alternatively, Council may just still be in the dark about what happened, but is so, City Attorneys are not serving them well at all about the back door mechanism Comptroller Combs used to ram this through….because the normal order is event approaches city approaches state….but on this one it was event gains
special access to Combs who for two years from 2008 to 2010 keeps Austin and its elected officials in the dark then plops it in their lap, baby all but hatched.”

Is this the kind of cronyism government you voted for?

Comment printed in the Austin Chronicle, April 27, 2011

“Info Breach No Laughing Matter
Dear Editor,
Fasten your seat belts, Texans; your confidential information might be in for a bumpy ride – year after year – thanks to the Texas government.
If you haven’t been impacted by the recent 3.5-million-person data breach reported by the comptroller’s office this year, don’t breathe a sigh of relief. The
agencies will be shipping over your information to the comptroller every year, so the state will get an annual shot at exposing your info.
If you are laughing with relief because you don’t think that your information is housed by agencies required to transfer data to the comptroller’s office, pull out
your driver’s license or state ID card and stop laughing. The Department of Public Safety is annually required to send your info.
If you’re hoping you’ll dodge an "oops, we made a mistake” bullet every year when the info is transmitted, well, package up that hope with a big bow and flush
it, because that bullet is perpetually aimed at your past, present, and future data. You see, the comptroller’s rules determined that it "may” – or may not – purge
the information.
Legislators passed the law requiring this massive annual data transmission to the comptroller’s office, so legislators should take up some responsibility to help
clean up the mess.
In addition to demanding the comptroller’s office fulfill the requirements to secure our confidential data, legislators now should pass a requirement that credit
bureaus allow folks a free security freeze if requested.
Other states allow a simple request for a free security freeze; why should Texans be burdened by the restrictions and cost imposed by the Legislature?
After all, the Texas state government put us on this bumpy ride. “
Gwen Rowling
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Public Official Accountability Project Opposes Abuses, Fraud & Corruption
The Gray Panthers of Austin believe deficit reduction begins by eliminating waste and fraud by
our public officials. In this effort we support The Public Official Accountability Project.
It is the mission of the PUBLIC OFFICIAL ACCOUNTABILITY PROJECT to oppose and make public all abuses of public office including.
but not limited to, failure to support democratic procedures, failure to disclose conflicts of interest, the expenditure of public funds without
advance notice of intent or opportunity for public decision making, secret actions out of public view, cutting deals in private, special access
for select individuals or companies. PUBLIC OVERSIGHT IS CENTRAL TO OUR DEMOCRACY and we can no longer suffer its sacrifice
by the Public Officials to whom we delegate our authority.
We will monitor PUBLIC OFFICIALS for unethical and criminal conduct to make them public, no matter whomever, whenever and wherever
it occurs. We shall stand publicly to oppose any and all threats to the PUBLIC WELFARE, the omission of PUBLIC DUTY, as well as reckless and willful neglect (benign or malignant) by PUBLIC OFFICIALS.
SHIFT-ONOMICS -– Shifting PUBLIC WEALTH to the wealthy or any private interest, by definition is not deficit reduction, job creation, or
accountability by PUBLIC OFFICIALS. The must hold themselves answerable to their constituents and all who are affected by their actions.
SHIFT-ONOMICS—WAR on LABOR UNIONS, SENIORS, The PHYSICALLY CHALLENGED and the MENTALLY ILL will be challenged
and called out in every case. PUBLIC OFFICIAL ACCOUNTABILITY is achieved only when Public Officials act in behalf of the public, not
privileged interests.
SHIFT-ONOMICS – We oppose the issuance of BLANK CHECKS, whether it be a discretionary trillion to KILL MEDICAID or VOUCHERS
to KILL MEDICARE, or just SHIFTING PUBLIC FUNDS away from the Environmental Protection Agency charged with protecting the PUBLIC’S AIR and the PUBLIC’S WATER. That fails the test of accountability. SHIFT-ONOMICS!
We oppose the Austin City Council At-Large Government that opens the door to autocratic, back door maneuvers and deals by developers,
race track promoters, and any other special interests with deep enough pockets to help finance political ambitions and careers. Instead of
promoting sensible conservation measures, At-Large Government encourages unnecessary tax increases to finance schemes such as
building Waste Water Plant #4. THE TRUTH IS, AT-LARGE GOVERNMENT, DEFENDED AS BEING ACCOUNTABLE TO EVERYONE
WINDS UP BEING ACCOUNTABLE TO NO-ONE!
We support Single Member Districts that promote NEIGHBORHOOD POWER, PUBLIC OFFICIAL ACCOUNTABILITY, AND VESTS THE
CITIZEN WITH ENHANCED POTENTIAL FOR DEMOCRATIC INVOLVEMENT AND POLITICAL CLOUT. The smaller political unit is, by
nature, more responsive to the smaller number of electors, each wielding proportionately more weight and less prone to be lost in
the larger mass.

Budget Deficit? How is the Public Good Served by Our Public Officials, City Staff Spending Hundreds of
Thousands of Dollars to Defend Their Incompetence? They Should be Fired!
Let’s see! What is the public good served by spending $159,000 (just to start) taxpayer dollars on multiple high priced lawyers at $380 to
$425 an hour to advise our city council on issues involving open meetings and open records, or how to avoid revealing their email records
regarding public issues and topics to the public they are supposed to be serving?
What is the public good served by spending $177,000 taxpayer dollars to prevent a citizen from collecting on a verdict lawfully determined
in court against a connected building contractor that could have been settled at that time for far, far less? Who is being protected here, and
why? Certainly not the taxpaying public in whose interests the City is supposed to be serving.
Why is Cap Metro hiring the same attorneys the C of A are employing to advise them against the treat of revealing their public records?
What gives Here? $350 an hour to keep the public at bay seems a trifle excessive. Who profits by this? What is being protected? Why
don’t they want us to know? How much will this finally add up to?
“I will not support a budget that will cut programs for struggling working families, the elderly, children and the poor while expanding tax breaks for billionaires, maintaining corporate tax loopholes and increasing military spending. That is just plain
wrong.”
Bernie Sanders

Your Contributions Are Needed to Continue Our Fight for Justice !
Please send your check to: Gray Panthers of Austin, 3710 Cedar St, Box 15, Austin, Texas 78705

